**2021 Top Mach Dogs**
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Affenpinscher

Jag

HANDLED BY: SHARON RAFFERTY
OWNED BY: SHARON RAFFERTY/LINDA M FERRIS

CH MACH8 Ferlin's Black Jaguar MXB3 MJB3 CAX FCAT CGCA CGCU ATT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Afghan Hound

OWNED BY: ROBIN COHEN/ROBIN KLETKE/SANDRA FREI

GCH CH MACH Stormhill Cosifantutte She B'Dazzl'N MXB MJG MXF T2B2 BCAT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Airedale Terrier

AGCH MACH14 Connemara's Sense Of Adventure BN RN SH JHR MXG4 PDS MJB5 PJS PADP PJDP MFC TQX MFPB T2B5 T2BP4

HANDLED BY: DEANNA CORBOY-LULIK
OWNED BY: DEANNA L CORBOY-LULIK
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Alaskan Malamute

Hatcher

HANDLED BY: LARA MCDONALD
OWNED BY: LARA MCDONALD/MATT MEAD

MACH Mountain Home's Mad Hatcher Of Wild Ones UD MXS MJS CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

All American Dog

Daisy

HANDLED BY: LAURA DONALDSON
OWNED BY: LAURA J DONALDSON

MACH19 Donaldson's Daisy MXG5 MJG6 OF
American
English
Coonhound

OWNED BY: TARA SMITH

Deputy Hitch AX MXJ NF ACT1 SWN SCA SIA RATO TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

American Eskimo Dog

Kody

HANDLED BY: DENISE SCHNEIDER
OWNED BY: DENISE SCHNEIDER

MACH43 Sr Extreme Curiosity MXB11 MJB12 MFB TQX T2B5 CGC TKA
American Foxhound

Dooley

HANDLED BY: AMANDA STIPE
OWNED BY: AMANDA STIPE/FREDERICK STIPE

MACH3 RACH2 Mama's Lil' Major Dooley BN RM6 RAE4 MXC MJB2 MFB TQX T2B4 SWN SINE TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

American
Hairless Terrier

Dayre

HANDLED BY: DENISE KENNEDY
OWNED BY: DENISE KENNEDY

CH Wmk's Choosing Fate MX MXJ MJB XF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

American Staffordshire Terrier

Sami

HANDLED BY: SYLVIA KRPN
OWNED BY: SYLVIA KRPN/MILAN KRPN JR.

CH MACH14 B'Dazzled By Delight VCD2 PUTD BN RE TDX MXC4 MJS5 XF T2B2 CA DCAT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

American Water Spaniel

Oliver

HANDLED BY: BETH LAGIMONIERE
OWNED BY: BETH LAGIMONIERE

CH Beaver Creek’s Oliver Twist Of Fate PCD BN RAE MX MXJ XF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Australian Cattle Dog

Gator

HANDLED BY: TIFFANY DORNAN
OWNED BY: TIFFANY DORNAN

MACH2 Gator Red MXC PAD MJG PJD OF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Australian Kelpie

Spenser

HANDLED BY: JOANNE BAST
OWNED BY: JOANNE BAST

Swan Lake Spenser AX OAJ XF
Australian Shepherd

Sophie

HANDLED BY: STEFANI GANTT
OWNED BY: MRS. STEFANI D GANTT

MACH11 Sophisticated Sioux-Z Wag'N Tail MXS4 MJS4 MFB TQX T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Australian Terrier

Jazzy

HANDLED BY: NANCY TIBBETT
OWNED BY: NANCY L. TIBBETT

CH Roachan's Rockin' Block Party BN RN MX MXB MXJ MJB OF CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Basenji

Tar Heel

HANDLED BY: PAIGE COLLIER WISEMAN
OWNED BY: PAIGE COLLIER WISEMAN

Sinbaje's African Bigshoes2fill VCD1 BN MX MXB MXJ MJB XF T2B CA BCAT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Beagle

Vera

HANDLED BY: DEB WIGAL
OWNED BY: DEBRA WIGAL

GCH CH AGCH MACH7 Top Shelves In Veno Veritas MXC2 PAD MJB3 PJD MFS TQX T2B4 T2BP CAX FCAT RATO
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Bearded Collie

2020 AKC INVITATIONAL

Bing

HANDLED BY: LARRY DALAN
OWNED BY: LAWRENCE DALAN

CH AGCH MACH14 Wigglesworth Pride And Prejudice MXS4 PDB2 MJC4
PJB2 NAP NJP MFS2 TQX NFP T2B12
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Beauceron

Isis

HANDED BY: JANICE BOURELL-CASEY
OWNED BY: JANICE BOURELL-CASEY

GCH CH AGCH MACH8 Isis Isis Baby Du Chateau Rocher CDX BN RAE
MXG2 PDS MJC2 PJS MFC TQX T2B5 CA CGCA
Bedlington Terrier

Rookie

HANDLED BY: PAULA VON GERICHTEN
OWNED BY: PAULA VON GERICHTEN

Berkshire's Put Me In Coach MX MXB MXJ MJB
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Belgian Laekenois

Stoney

HANDLED BY: LORI DOYLE
OWNED BY: LORI ANNE DOYLE

CH Gaston D’Luxueux MX MXJ MXF T2B CA BCAT
Belgian Malinois

Ziva

HANDLE BY: WIEEN YU
OWNED BY: PETER LIU/WAI YU

MACH Princess Ziva Brooke CD MXC MJG MFB T2B3
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Belgian Sheepdog

Diamond

HANDLED BY: NICI PARKER
OWNED BY: DENISE PARKER

MACH4 Dark Diamond De Tizin Tychka RN MXG2 PAD MJG2 PJD MFG TQX T2B4
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Belgian Tervuren

Ohana

HANDLED BY: KAREN ERZEN
OWNED BY: KAREN ERZEN/LINDA FUNG

MACH8 Eternity's Ohana MXB3 MJC2 XF
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Berger Picard

Duke

HANDED BY: TAYLOR/CHRISTINA POTTER
OWNED BY: CHRISTINA POTTER

MACH5 Crestview Grand Duke Of Chester Gigolo RN MXB3 MJS3 XF T2B CGC TKE
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Bernese Mountain Dog

Allie

HANDLED BY: KRIS OSOJNICKI
OWNED BY: KRIS OSOJNICKI

Brighteye Shimmering Gallexi RA FDC MX MXB MXJ MJB TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Bichon Frise

Niki

HANDLED BY: JOHN YAMASAKI
OWNED BY: KAY YAMASAKI

MACH12 Niki Blanc MXC3 MJG4 PJD T2B5
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Biewer Terrier

Snowee

HANDED BY: YOLANDO RUSSELL
OWNED BY: YOLANDO RUSSELL

MACH3 Moore Bowwag Garnet Snowdrop BN MXG2 MJC2 MFS TQX CGC TKN
Border Collie

Tease

HANDLED BY: SALLY SLADE
OWNED BY: BEVERLY REINHARDT/HEIDI LASKOWSKI

CH AGCH MACH21 Hot Shot Tease Ewe MXS6 PDS MJB6 PJS MFC TQX T2B7 CA CGC TKP
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Border Terrier

OWNED BY: CAROLYN SCHNEIDER/JOHN SHELLEY

CH MACH7 Caryon I'LI Have Another MXG2 PDS MJC2 PJS MFB TQX T2B5 MXE6 SXE4 EE5 CA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Borzoi

Whimsy

HANDLED BY: LOU AVANT, DVM
OWNED BY: LOU AVANT D.V.M./COLLEEN ALLEN

CH MACH2 Hemlock Hollow's Journey To Rule Sixty-Two BN RN FDC JC MXG MJG MXP2 MJP DJ DN CGCA CGCU TKA ATT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Boston Terrier

Winston

HANDLED BY: TINA CRUMPLER
OWNED BY: TINA CRUMPLER

CH MACH2 Goddess Bless Apollo BN RN MXS MJG BCAT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Bouvier des Flandres

Casey

HANDLED BY: CATHY MASON
OWNED BY: CATHERINE MASON

MACH4 Adara's No Nonsense Casey's A Comin MXS2 MJC2 MFB TQX T2B2 CGCA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Boxer

Cannon

HANDLED BY: SARAH OSBORNE
OWNED BY: SARAH OSBORNE

MACH5 Cannon Von Bachbett MXS2 MJB2 MXF T2B CA BCAT RATO DM DS
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Boykin Spaniel

Owned by: Linda Lowy/Elissa O'Sullivan

Ellis St's Forbidden Fruit CDX MX MXB MXJ MJB
Bracco Italiano

Elvira

HANDLED BY: DEB PEREIRA
OWNED BY: DEBRA PEREIRA

MACH2 PACH Elvira Venator D'Ursus CM JH MXS MJG MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX XF T2B2 TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Briard

Crisp’r

HANDLED BY: BETHANY TATE
OWNED BY: BETHANY J TATE

Popsakadoo Deja Vu Off Her Rocker RN MX MXB MXJ MJB OF
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Brittany

Pink

HANDLED BY: JAN BRUNNER
OWNED BY: JANICE BRUNNER

MACH4 Just Another Brit In The Wall RE MXC MJS2 XF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Brussels Griffon

Peyton

HANDLED BY: TERA MAJORS
OWNED BY: TERA MAJORS

MACH4 St Johns Quarterback Kid MXC MJB2 NF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Bull Terrier

OWNED BY: CAREEN SUTCH/CHARLES JOHN CAFIERO

Banbury Bedrock Bringin Down Da House MX MXJ
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Bullmastiff

OWNED BY: MARILYN WELTON/LOUISE SANDERS/SANDRA OHIDY

Bandog's Satin Doll of Charis RN AX OAJ THD CGCA CGCU TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Cairn Terrier

McCubbie

HANDLED BY: SCOTT PERSKY
OWNED BY: MR. SCOTT D PERSKY/MS. RUTHANNE PERSKY

MACH5 Cairncroft A New Era MXG2 MJS2 T2B2 DCAT TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Canaan Dog

OWNED BY: RUTH MILLER

MACH2 Spock's Starspeckled Milkyway MXG MJG MXF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Cane Corso

Buffy

HANDLED BY: ANNE JONES
OWNED BY: ANNE JONES/REBECCA SIMONSKI/ANTHONY SIMONSKI

Legion's Keeper Of The Peace CD BN RA AX AXJ CA BCAT TT DN CGC TKN
Cardigan Welsh Corgi

Jonny Quest

2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

MACH Ebonwald's Quest For Adventure MXS MJS

HANLDLED BY: LESLIE RESTIFO
OWNED BY: LESLIE RESTIFO
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Carolina Dog

OWNED BY: TOM CARAKER

Chloe AX OAJ
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Catahoula

Leopard Dog

OWNED BY: MELBA WOOLDRIDGE

MACH2 Tasso's Vegas Lights CD RE MXS PAD MJG OAP OJP MXF OFP T2B2 DEX DM AM AS CGC TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Dot

HANDLED BY: ANTONIA ROTELLE
OWNED BY: ANTONIA ROTELLE

AGCH MACH19 Kayangee Dorothy Parker MXB6 PDS MJB7 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 CGC
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Cesky Terrier

OWNED BY: STEPHANIE CAPKOVIC

Julerr's Fine Time @ Bella Vista RE AX AXJ XF BCAT CGC TKN ATT
Chesapeake Bay Retriever

Rainey

HANDLED BY: KEITH STAUB
OWNED BY: KEITH STAUB

Whiskey Creek's When It Rains It Pours MX MXB MXJ MJB NAP NJP MFB OFP T2B DMA CGC TKN
Chihuahua

Desmond

HANDLED BY: BRIDGET M. KENNEDY
OWNED BY: BRIDGET KENNEDY

Cupcake's Ob-La-Di  Ob-La-Da  Life Goes On BN RN FDC MX MXB MXJ MJB MXF T2B BCAT CGC
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Chinese Crested

Surfer Dude

HANDLED BY: AMY JO AND FRANK GILMER
OWNED BY: MR. FRANK GILMER/MRS. AMY JO GILMER

MACH3 China Road Hangin' Ten RN MXB2 MJG2 MFS TQX T2B CGC
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Cocker Spaniel

Summer

HANDLED BY: BARBARA SCHUCHMAN
OWNED BY: BARBARA A SCHUCHMAN/JOHN A SCHUCHMAN

MACH18 Tell-Tail's Some Like It Hot MXC5 MJG9 MFB TQX T2B2 TKI
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Collie

MACH5 Millknock Turn The Page To Wonderful BN RN PT MXS2 MJG2 OJP MFG TQX NFP T2B5

Chapter

HANDLED BY: NOREEN BENNETT
OWNED BY: NOREEN BENNETT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Coton de Tulear

Jacie

HANDLED BY: JOAN GALLAGHER
OWNED BY: JOAN GALLAGHER

MACH2 Jacie of Peachtree Cotons RN MXS MJC MXF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Dachshund

Mint

HANDLED BY: MAXINE BRINKER
OWNED BY: MAXINE BRINKER

MACH3 Teamint Rouge V Dorndorf L TD MXG MJC CA FCAT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Dalmatian

Atty

HANDLED BY: TOD HEBERT
OWNED BY: TOD HEBERT/RICHARD S BAKER

MACH12 Riverside's N Onsengeltje Athena MXG4 PDS MJG5 PJS MXF T2B6 CA CGCA
Danish-Swedish
Farndog

Dottie

HANDEL BY: JENNIFER GIACCHI
OWNED BY: JENNIFER GIACCHI

AGCH MACH4 Gullvivebackens Cajsa Dot Matrix CM RN MXC PDS MJS2 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 CA FCAT4 SWM SCME SEME SHDE FGDCH RATCHX37 CZ8P8 DJX DN DDB CGCA TKA ATT VHMA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Doberman Pinscher

Vixen

HANDLED BY: SUE BECKAGE
OWNED BY: SUSAN M BECKAGE

MACH6 Irongate's Kiss N' Tell V Malevil CD BN RN MXB3 PAD MJC2 PJD MFC TQX T2B5 SCN SIN SEN CGC TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Dutch Shepherd

Twyst

HANDLED BY: CHELSEY CONKLIN
OWNED BY: CHELSEY CONKLIN

MACH3 Aerodogs' Breaking Tradition RN PT FDC MXC MJB2 MFB TQX T2B2 CA BCAT RATO CGCA CGCU TKP
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

English Cocker Spaniel

TinkerBell

HANDLED BY: TIM PINNERI
OWNED BY: TIM PINNERI/DANAE STEELE

MACH9 Nohea Tinker Bell MXG3 MJC3 XF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

English Setter

Pat

HANDLED BY: D'LYNN THOMPSON
OWNED BY: D'LYNN THOMPSON

MACH2 Above And Beyond's Got It Down Pat MXG PDS MJB2 PJD MFB TQX T2B3 BCAT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

English Springer Spaniel

Fern

HANDLE BY: JENNY KROLL
OWNED BY: JENNY KROLL

MACH5 Merfey's Meadow Of Ferns CD RA MXS2 MJS2 MFB TQX T2B3 BCAT RATO CGC
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

English Toy Spaniel

Avery

HANDLED BY: BECKY MINCIN
OWNED BY: BECKY MINCIN/DAWN GLASER-FALK

MACH Rumriver A Very Unexpected Addition MXB MJB NF
Entlebucher Mountain Dog

Bonnie

HANDLED BY: KIMBERLY MANUELIDES
OWNED BY: KIMBERLY MANUELIDES/TIMOTHY MANUELIDES

Manuelides' Bonnie MX MXJ XF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Eurasier

Fenrir

HANDLED BY: LINDSEY EZZO
OWNED BY: LINDSEY EZZO/JUSTIN EZZO

Everendeavor Ghost of Fenrir RA MX MXB MXJ MJB OF CGC TKP
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Field Spaniel

Tucker

HANDLED BY: CYNTHIA MCGUIRE
OWNED BY: CYNTHIA DANIELSON/JOHN DANIELSON/KAREN M BALINSKI

Killara's Night Moves AX AXJ NF TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Finnish Lapphund

OWNED BY: LORRAINE PAGLINI/BLAINE BARNETT

GCHB CH MACH Sugarok Magic Mike UDX MXS MJS OF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Flat-Coated Retriever

Granite

HANDLED BY: AMBER MCCUE
OWNED BY: JOSEPH S JUZA

MACH4 Stormwatch Nor’Easter VCD2 BN SH MXC MJC DS CGC
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

French Bulldog

Bully-Dozer

HANDLED BY: JAMIE KREPS BOTTOMS
OWNED BY: JAMIE KREPS BOTTOMS

Callahan's Greyt Smushedface Bully-Dozer MX MXB MXJ MJB MFB T2B CA FCAT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

German Longhaired Pointer

Krypto

HANDLED BY: ROSEY KELLEY
OWNED BY: ROSEY KELLEY

Kiefer Vom Coraschatten RE FDC MX MXJ MXF T2B CA BCAT SWA RATN DS SDPRO CGCA TKP BN-V CD-V VHMA VSWB
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

German Pinscher

Ruby-do

HANDLED BY: CARRIE EICHER
OWNED BY: MS. CARRIE EICHER

CH MACH Budon's Gift From The Heart Of Windamir MXS MJG XF CGCA TKP
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

German Shepherd Dog

Schatzi

HANDLED BY: VICKI MILLER
OWNED BY: VICKI MILLER

MACH7 Lummel & Zara's Hidden Treasure "Schatzi" MXG2 MJG2 XF T2B CA
German Shorthaired Pointer

Mia

HANDLED BY: BETH JANOS
OWNED BY: BETH JANOS

MACH Ehrenvogel Wings Of Hope's Wanderin' Free JH MXB MJB XF BCAT DM DS
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

German Spitz

OWNED BY: BETH CARLSON

Kingsfield Bouncin' Into My Heart MX MXJ XF
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

German Wirehaired Pointer

Presto

HANDLED BY: SUSAN MCKEEVER
OWNED BY: MS. SUSAN ANNE MCKEEVER/JOHN A QUATTROCHI

CH MACH Afterhour's Magical World Flyer BN RN JH MXB MJS MFB T2B3
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Giant Schnauzer

Petra

HANDLED BY: VICTORIA R NEWLAND
OWNED BY: VICTORIA NEWLAND/LLOYD NEWLAND

MACH7 Petra Rose Newland MXC2 PDS MJS3 PJT T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Golden Retriever

Phire

HANDLED BY: JANE BRONSON
OWNED BY: ELIZABETH BRONSON

MACH8 Hi-Top's Fast-Trak Photon MXB3 PAD MJS3 PJS MFS TQX T2B5 TKI
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Gordon Setter

Sherrie

HANDLED BY: JULIE ASHLEY
OWNED BY: JULIA ASHLEY

Skara Braes Race Against Time MX MXB MXJ MJS XF
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Greater Swiss Mountain Dog

OWNED BY: JAN COLLINS

MACH Mtnridge Sr Taking Flight With Double Q MXB MJS OAP OJP
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Greyhound

Buzz

HANDLED BY: TERRIANNE BASCH
OWNED BY: TERRIANNE BASCH

Captain Insano RA MX MXJ MXF T2B CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Havanese

CH AGCH MACH16 Rubicon Meliora Playing Cops And Robbers RA MXG4 PDC MJC4 PJC MFC2 TQX T2B5 TKE
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Ibizan Hound

Scout

HANDLED BY: TERRIANNE BASCH
OWNED BY: TERRIANNE BASCH/JOHN BASCH

FC MACH2 Icycold Endurance Third Trek RA SC MXC MJC MFS TQX T2B2 CGC TKN
Icelandic Sheepdog

J-Ski

HANDLED BY: JUDY ROBACK
OWNED BY: JUDY ROBACK

CH MACH5 Pikatti's Tryna CDX PCDX MXS2 MJB3 T2B6 ACT2 TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Irish Red and White Setter

Claire

HANDLED BY: CORLIE ELDRED
OWNED BY: KEITH C ELDRED/CORLESS W ELDRED

MACH6 Whitehot Red Cedar Serendipity CD RE JH MXB3 MJG2 MXF T2B4
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Irish Setter

Tempo

HANDLED BY: MELISSA SUTER
OWNED BY: MELISSA SUTER/DEBBIE MURRAY

GCH CH MACH4 Redtale Time Flies When You'Re Having Fun CD BN RA MH MXB2 PAD MJC PJD MFS TQX T2B4 CGC TKA
MACH7 Diamond's Harper Of Hollymount CD BN RA MXG2 PAD MJS4 PJD MXF TQX T2B4 CGCU TKP

2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Irish Terrier

Harper

HANDLED BY: DEBBIE CONSTANT
OWNED BY: DEBBIE CONSTANT/MICHAEL CONSTANT
Irish Water Spaniel

Flare

HANDLED BY: STEPHANIE O'REILLY
OWNED BY: STEPHANIE O'REILLY/SUSAN TAPP

CH MACH4 Castlehill's When Sparks Fly Of Cuardach RN MXB2 MJS2 MXF T2B DCAT
Italian Greyhound

Stella

MACH5 Stella "Lotsa Moxie" D'Amira MXC2 MJG2 OF T2B SCN SIN RATCH TKI

HANDLED BY: KAREN ALVAREZ
OWNED BY: KAREN ALVAREZ
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Keeshond

OWNED BY: TAWN SINCLAIR

CH MACH3 RACH Shoreline's Back To The Future VCD2 BN RM4 RAE2 TDX MXB2 PAD MJS2 PJD MFG TQX T2B4 TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Kerry Blue Terrier

Pippa

HANDLED BY: CAROLYN STEFFEN
OWNED BY: CAROLYN STEFFEN/MATT STEFFEN

MACH3 Beltane's Standing Ovation MXC PAD MJC T2B BCAT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Kromfohrlander

Mai Tai

HANDLED BY: JENNA HOLST
OWNED BY: VIRGINIA HOLST

Birkenstrand's Is Mai Tai Crooked OA AXJ XF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Labrador Retriever

Tag

HANDLED BY: KAREN LECHNER
OWNED BY: KAREN LECHNER

MACH5 Rhumbline's Catch Me If U Can CDX GN JH MXS2 PDS MJB2 PJS MXF T2B2
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Lagotto Romagnolo

Luigi

HANDLED BY: ALAN HANN
OWNED BY: ALAN HANN

MACH2 Dig'N Luigi Dakota MXS PAD MJG PJD XF T2B4
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Lakeland Terrier

Bogey

HANDLED BY: JOAN MULLEN
OWNED BY: DIANNE ATKINSON

Teraz Turbo Charge Bugatti AX AXJ NF
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Lancashire Heeler

Hay Hay

HANDLED BY: KIM JASPER
OWNED BY: KIM JASPER

Broken Wing's She's Gone Haywire MX MXJ MXF T2B ACT1 RATO CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Lhasa Apso

OWNED BY: MELISSA TORGERSON/DEBBY ROTHMAN

CH Melou Kunza Don'T Stop Believing MX AXJ OF TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Lowchen

OWNED BY: MR. DONALD MICHAEL ROBACK

MACH Willowcreek Cap'N Lou's Psychedelic Pandemonium CD MXB MJB
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Maltese

Twinkles

HANDLED BY: VICTORIA NIMMO
OWNED BY: MS. VICTORIA NIMMO

MACH9 Twinkle, Twinkle, My Little Star CDX RAE MXC3 MJC3 MXF T2B2 TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Manchester Terrier

OWNED BY: BETH MATHEWS-BRADSHAW

NAC MACH2 Blue Moon's Grand Prix Perfect MXS MJS
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Miniature American Shepherd

Nikki

HANDLED BY: JEANETTE IVIE
OWNED BY: JEANETTE D. IVIE

AGCH MACH14 In The Nik Of Timeless CD BN RAE FDC MXG4 PDS2 MJB5 PJG2 MFG3 TQX T2B17 CA SWE SEM SBM SHDE RATCH CZ8S CGCA CGCU TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Miniature Pinscher

 Indie

HANDLED BY: VANESSA MANZI
OWNED BY: VANESSA L MANZI/SUSAN ACOSTA

MACH Shadowpins Indian Firefly MXB MJG XF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Miniature Schnauzer

Windybrook

HANDLED BY: EARL NAGLE
OWNED BY: CRISTY NAGLE

AGCH MACH11 Char N Co Wind Speed Driving With The Top Down MXS3 PDS MJG3 PJS MFB2 TQX T2B6 RATN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Mudi

Blu

HANDLED BY: MARY DOUGHERTY
OWNED BY: MARY DOUGHERTY/KEVIN DOUGHERTY

Starcrest Mudi Blues MX MXJ OF
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Nederlandse Kooikerhondje

Kylan

HANDLED BY: CHERYL SHORT
OWNED BY: CHERYL SHORT/DAVID MATTIX

MACH6 Redgold's Dream Lover RN MXS3 MJG3 CGC TKN
Norfolk Terrier

Totty

HANDLED BY: MARIAN SHAW
OWNED BY: DR. MARIAN SHAW D.V.M./LORI PELLETIER

CH Avalon's Tottenham Station At Spring Cove AX AXJ NF ME BCAT TKN
Norwegian Buhund

Raven

HANDLED BY: MELISSA JOHNSTON
OWNED BY: MR. MARK JOHNSTON/MRS. MELISSA JOHNSTON

Trollheimen Raven Ridge Nott AX AXJ XF ACT2
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Norwegian Elkhound

Prise

HANDLED BY: CONNIE SCHULTE
OWNED BY: CONNIE SCHULTE/TIM SCHULTE

CH Elskede Serendipity Av Greyplume RN MX MXJ MJS NF CGC TKN
AGCH MACH7 Pinelake's Happy, Fearless Explorer RE MXC2 PDS MJS3 PJS MFS TQX T2B5 MXE4 SXE5 EE4 RATN CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever

Kallie

HANDLED BY: DAVID A. MOORE
OWNED BY: DAVID A MOORE

MACH4 Kd's Red Flash MXB2 MJB2 MFS TQX T2B2
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Old English Sheepdog

Bert

HANDLED BY: JUDITH CUNNINGHAM
OWNED BY: JUDITH CUNNINGHAM/TIMOTHY CUNNINGHAM

GCH CH RACH Lakewood's Good Luck Will Rub Off UDX RM6 RAE3 MX MXS MXJ MJB MFB T2B DN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Papillon

Kit Kat

HANDEL BY: LINDSEY BARROWS
OWNED BY: MRS. LINDSEY RAE BARROWS/MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER

GCHS CH MACH5 Aerilee's Kitto Katsu MXS2 MJS2 OF BCAT CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Parson Russell Terrier

Stoked

HANDLED BY: KIRSTEN JOHNSON
OWNED BY: KIRSTEN JOHNSON

MACH Shark Waters Scowly Wag Stoked MXS MJG MXF T2B
Pembroke Welsh Corgi

Maverick

HANDLED BY: SALLY SLADE
OWNED BY: SALLY SLADE

AGCH MACH22 Croswynd Making Mavericks MXS6 PDG MJS6 PJG MFB2 TQX T2B6 CA THDN CGC TKP
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Petit Basset Griffon Vendeen

Spice

HANDLED BY: MEGAN ESHERICK
OWNED BY: MEGAN AND DAVID ESHERICK

CH MACH2 Clancy's Pumpkin Spice Ale VCD1 BN RAE MXG PAD MJC PJD MXF T2B2 BCAT ACT2 SWN SCA SIA SBA SHDN PCMH THDN RATN CGCA TKP
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Pharaoh Hound

Badawia

HANDLED BY: DEBBIE COOPER
OWNED BY: DEBBIE COOPER/BARTH CLOOTEN

GCH DC Farao Anubis Ifrit CDX PCD BN RM RAE3 SC MX MXG MXJ MJB XF
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

**Pointer**

**Bolt**

HANDLED BY: BETSY THOMPSON
OWNED BY: BETSY THOMPSON

MACH Kinnike Kismet RM RAE JH MXS MJS MXF T2B3 CAA FCAT CGCA CGCU TKI
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Polish Lowland Sheepdog

Calliope

HANDLED BY: MIMI MCGOWAN
OWNED BY: MIMI MCGOWAN

Snowhill's Hummingbird CD RN AX AXJ NF ACT2 ACT1J CGC TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Pomeranian

Kami

HANDLED BY: KAT BAUMLER
OWNED BY: KATHRYN J BAUMLER

MACH6 Windsong's Element Of Power MXS2 PAD MJB2 MFB TQX T2B2 FCAT CGCA TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Poodle

Hustle

HANDLED BY: DIANE DURFEE
OWNED BY: DIANE DURFEE

AGCH MACH9 Hawk Hill Let's Do The Hustle MXG3 PDS MJB4 PJS MFG2 TQX T2B12 CGC TKN
CH MACH Brokenroad Time's A Wastin' MXB MJB XF NFP T2B CA FCAT SWM SCME SEME SBME SHDN RATN TKA

Portuguese Podengo Pequeno

Hurry!

INH: CHARLENE WIGLESWORTH
OWNED BY: CHARLENE WIGLESWORTH/SUSAN FAW/STACY FAW

2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB
FOUNDED 1884
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Pug

Violett

HANDLED BY: CARYL ANN BAXTER
OWNED BY: CARYL ANN BAXTER

MACH4 Legends To Dream Of Violett BN RM2 RAE MXS2 MJG2 MFB TQX T2B CGCA TKE
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Puli

OWNED BY: JOE LAPIE/DAGMAR FERTL

CH MACH Piroskai Opportunity Knocks For Mardi Gras MXB MJS XF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Pumi

Dany

HANDLED BY: KATHIE OGDEN
OWNED BY: KATHIE OGDEN

MACH6 Abiqua Hetyke CM RN MXC2 PAD MJB3 PJD MFG TQX T2B7 CGC TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Pyrenean Shepherd

Madeleine

HANDLED BY: PAM VOJTAS
OWNED BY: MS. PAMELA L VOJTAS

Madeleine De La Brise MX MXB MXJ MJB MXF SWA SBE SHDN TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Rat Terrier

Shelby Rae

HANDLED BY: MELISSA LIEBHARDT
OWNED BY: MRS. MELISSA KATHERINE LIEBHARDT/DARICE RAGAN

MACH7 Raganrat Wild Gypsy Rose MXC2 MJG3 MXF TKN
Rhodesian Ridgeback

Thorin

HANDED BY: ALEX HART
OWNED BY: ALEXANDRA HART/TERESA M WEST-HOLMES

TC AGCH MACH5 RACH2 Luvakis Shirley's Thorin Eikinskjaldi CDX BN RM6 RAE6 FDC SC MXS2 PAD MJS2 PJD MFG TQX T2B4 THD RATN CGCA CGCU TKE
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Rottweiler

Siri

HANDLED BY: BARBARA DOERING
OWNED BY: BARBARA DOERING

OTCH MACH2 Sirius Canis Major V. Youngken UDX4 OM5 VER MXG MJG XF T2B CGC
Russell Terrier

Bernie

HANDLED BY: VICKE
OWNED BY: VICKE CASEY

MACH2 D.B.F. Bernie Swagger MXG MJG MFS TQX T2B2
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Russian Toy

OWNED BY: CHERYL HOLMAN

Sobachka's Rikki Tikki Taavi MX MXB MXJ MJS MXF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Saluki

Dragon

MACH2 Nefer Ka's Knight's Bliss El-Shaddai CDX BN GN RAE2 JC MXC MJC MFS TQX T2B2 CGC

HANDLED BY: SUZANNE ROBLE
OWNED BY: SUZANNE M ROBLE
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Samoyed

Zoe

HANDLED BY: SYDNEY SPENCER
OWNED BY: SYDNEY LANGNER

GCH CH MACH2 Starquest's Silver Lining CDX GO RAE MXG MJG XF T2B2 CGCA TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Schapendoes

OWNED BY: PATRICIA KOEHLER

MACH Schapannro's M Frankie MXB MJB XF
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Schipperke

OWNED BY: MARION JOHNSON

MACH Kurakuma's Dark Island Castle CD BN MXG MJB2 MFG TQX T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Scottish Terrier

Pickles

HANDLED BY: PAT SPEAS
OWNED BY: PAT SPEAS

MACH4 Speas's Sweet Pickles BN RAE MXB2 MJS2 MFS TQX T2B5 THDD CGCA TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Sealyham Terrier

Shimmy

HANDLED BY: PRISCILLA HILL-WAMPLER
OWNED BY: PRISCILLA HILL-WAMPLER

MACH Thunder Rd Shimmy Shimmy Coco Bop MXG MJG OF
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Shetland Sheepdog

Kal-El

HANDLED BY: PATTI GAGNON
OWNED BY: PATTI GAGNON

MACH6 Trivia's Forever Devoted MXB3 MJB4 MFS TQX TKN
Shiba Inu

Yoshio

HANDLED BY: PETER CHUCK
OWNED BY: PETER CHUCK/YASUKO FUKUDA

MACH5 Copperdots Yoshio MXB2 MJG2 MXF T2B9
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Shih Tzu

POLLY

HANDLED BY: NICHOLAS CARLETON
OWNED BY: JOAN SHUTE

MACH3 Polly Shute MXS PAD MJG PJD
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Siberian Husky

Nanuk

HANDLED BY: RUSTY BOONE
OWNED BY: RUSTY BOONE

MACH8 Boone's Nanuk Of The North MXC2 MJB3 NJP XF T2B2 DNX CGCA CGCU
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Silky Terrier

Enya

HANDLED BY: MALARI HOWELL
OWNED BY: MALARI HOWELL-SMITH/MALARI HOWELL-SMITH

MACH3 Enya On Fire MXC PAD MJC PJD MXF TQX T2B3 DCAT TKE
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Skye Terrier

Kirby

HANDLED BY: CHRISTINE MCGINN
OWNED BY: CHRISTINE MCGINN

MACH Quiraing Be Near Me FDC MXS MJB OF T2B CAA FCAT ACT1 RATO CGCA CGCU TKI ATT
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Smooth Fox Terrier

MACH Gator's Singular Sensation RI MXS MJB2 PJD MFG T2B FCAT2 RATCHX CGC TKA

HANDLED BY: DENISE VISCO
OWNED BY: DENISE VISCO/MARY B SMITH/RICHARD REYNOLDS
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier

Rory

HANDLED BY: MARY WHITING
OWNED BY: MRS. MARY MEGHAN WHITING

AGCH MACH9 Rory Red King Of The Links MXG3 PDS MJC3 PJS MFB2 TQX T2B8 THD CGCA TKP
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Spanish Water Dog

OWNED BY: JENNIFER STAPE

Copper's Kindred Spirit Edie MX MXJ MXF DJ
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Spinone Italiano

Bailey

HANDLED BY: BETH GUZZETTA
OWNED BY: ELIZABETH GUZZETTA

MACH2 Mals-About Lily Of The Valley MXG MJG MXF TQX T2B2 ACT2 RATS CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Staffordshire Bull Terrier

Beetle

HANDLED BY: GILL CHAPMAN
OWNED BY: GILL CHAPMAN

AGCH MACH4 Neverland G2 Nothing But The Rain MXC PDS MJB2 PJS MFG TQX T2B5
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Standard Schnauzer

OWNED BY: DOT DOBIE/JEANETTE GANNON

CH MACH5 Steinhaus Wyldwynd Kruzkontrol MXB2 MJG2
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Swedish Vallhund

OWNED BY: RICHARD SCOTT CHASE/AVA LOUISE GARDNER

MACH5 Ocho MXB2 PAD MJB2 PJD AXP AJP MFB TQX OFP T2B6
Teddy Roosevelt
Terrier

OWNED BY: LISA CROFT

Croft's Lil Tankard Of Power UD BN RAE MX MXJ MXF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Tibetan Terrier

Pippi

HANDLED BY: DOTTI CORNELIUS
OWNED BY: DOTTI CORNELIUS

MACH2 Dscho Utra Q Tsi Tsi BN MXG2 MJG2 XF T2B3 CGCU TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Toy Fox Terrier

Gigolo

HANDLED BY: MARY DOYLE
OWNED BY: DR. MARY ALICE DOYLE

AGCH MACH23 Icefox Pick Me Up MXS6 PDS MJG7 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Vizsla

Egan

HANDELED BY: ELLEN BLAU
OWNED BY: ELLEN BLAU

MACH7 Egan MXS3 PAD MJS3 PJD MFS TQX T2B6
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Weimaraner

Hogan

HANDLED BY: STEVE BASSON
OWNED BY: STEVE BASSON/BRENDA BASSON

MACH3 Regen's He's On The Dance Floor UD RN MXG PAD MJG MFB TQX T2B2 ACT1
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Welsh Springer Spaniel

OWNED BY: PAM GRUDIS/MICHAEL GRUDIS

GCH CH MACH Cypress Bell's Billy The Kidd MXS MJS MXF TQX T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Welsh Terrier

Patrick

HANDLED BY: LINDA BRISBIN
OWNED BY: LINDA BRISBIN

AGCH MACH7 Wysiwyg Trouble Has Arrived MXB3 PDG MJS3 PJG MFG TQX T2B5 CGCA TKN
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

West Highland White Terrier

Ari

HANDLED BY: JEANNIE LUNTZ
OWNED BY: JEANNIE LUNTZ

MACH18 Rock "Q" Tripping Light Fantastic RN MXS5 MJC5 OF CAX BCAT RATO CGC TKP
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Whippet

Kitz

HANDLED BY: SHARRON LANE
OWNED BY: SHARRON LANE

GCH CH MACH5 Kanati American From Downunder RN JC MXG2 MJG2 MFS TQX T2B4
GCHS CH Dalriada's Archangel At Mgk CD BN RI MX MXJ MXF CA BCAT ACT2 RATCH CZ8S

2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Wire Fox Terrier

Michael

HANDLED BY: KRIS READ
OWNED BY: MS. KRISTEN READ/CARA CAMPBELL
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Wirehaired Pointing Griffon

OWNED BY: LYNNETTE GANDL

Silver Sienna CDX BN GN RE AX AXJ NAP NJP TKI
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Wirehaired Vizsla

Nemes

HANDLED BY: DENISE DOLL-KIEFER
OWNED BY: DENISE DOLL-KIEFER/ROGER KIEFER

GCH CH Zoldmali Eclipse Hungarian Aristocrat BN RN MH MX MXJ MXP2 MJP2 MJPB XF ACT1 CGC TKA
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Working Kelpie

OWNED BY: KELSEY TIPTON

MACH3 Watership's Little Thousand CD RN MXG MJC MXF T2B2 CGC
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Xoloitzcuintli

OWNED BY: PATRICIA ENGLEMAN

CH Springwind's Dressed To Impress At Bell Creek MX MXB MXJ XF T2B
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Yorkshire Terrier

Chase

HANDLED BY: ROBIN HUTSON
OWNED BY: ROBIN HUTSON/DIANE HUTSON

GCH CH MACH10 Silktree's The Hunt Is On RA MXS3 PAD MJG3 PJD MFB TQX T2B4
2021 Top Breed MACH Dog

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Dot

HANDLED BY: ANTONIA ROTELLE
OWNED BY: ANTONIA ROTELLE

AGCH MACH19 Kayangee Dorothy Parker MXB6 PDS MJB7 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 CGC
**2021 TOP PACH DOGS**
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Affenpinscher

Daisy

HANDED BY: EMILIE CAMILLERI
OWNED BY: EMILIE CAMILLERI

Lady Love's Flower Power MX MXJ MXP MJP2 NF OFP T2B
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Airedale Terrier

Aeros

HANDLED BY: CAROL WALLACE
OWNED BY: MRS. CAROL LYNNE WALLACE

PACH Joval Aeros Starfire AX AXJ MXP6 MXPS MJP8 MJPG PAX2 XF CA RATN CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Akita

OWNED BY: SUSAN W CARGILL

Kobu's Keep Your Eyez On The Prize BN RI MXP AJP CA TKA
Alaskan Malamute

2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Hudson's John Robert's Alpha RN FDC MXP MJP8 MJPG XFP T2BP CA SCN SEN SBN THDA CGC TKA VHMA

HANDLED BY: SARA MAIDA
OWNED BY: SARA MAIDA
All American Dog

Moses

HANDLED BY: JORDAN YORK
OWNED BY: JORDAN PATRICK YORK

AGCH MACH15 PACH7 Moses Raphael York UD BN GN GO RAE5 MXB4 PDG
MJC4 PJG MXP16 MXPS2 MJP18 MJPG2 PAX7 MFC TQX T2B9 DJ CGCA
CGCU TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

American Eskimo Dog

Juneau

HANDLED BY: REBECCA SMITH
OWNED BY: REBECCA L SMITH/GLENN C RAWSKY

MACH2 PACH11 Besota's Carved By Fire CD BN RE MXS MJB2 MXP32 MXPB4 MJP40 MJPC4 PAX11 XF MFP TQXP T2BP CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

American
Hairless Terrier

OWNED BY: JENNIFER MASTERSON

MACH PACH Rip It Up Be Scandalous MXB MJB MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX XF MFP CGCA CGCU TKA
American Staffordshire Terrier

Enzo

HANDLED BY: VITO BURGGRAF AND LUCIA CORACE
OWNED BY: VITO BURGGRAF/LUCIA CORACE

MACH2 Team Burggraf's Enzo "Il Moto" CD BN GN RA MXG MJC MXP MJP3 MJPB OF T2B3
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

American Water Spaniel

Desi

HANDLED BY: BUTCH NORCKAUER
OWNED BY: HEBER R NORCKAUER JR.

MACH3 Coastal Magic Desi CD MXC MJG2 MXP MJP4 MJPB MFS TQX MFP T2B
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Australian Cattle Dog

Kanga

HANDLE BY: LITTLE LIEBLAD
OWNED BY: LITTLE LIEBLAD

AGCH MACH4 PACH11 Kanga UDX BN GN VER RAE MXB2 MJS2 MXP26 MXPS3 PDBP2 MJP30 MJPC3 PJBP2 PAX11 MFG TQX MFPC TQXP T2B8 T2BP8 TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Australian Shepherd

Kace

HANDLED BY: SHEILA BOONE
OWNED BY: SHEILA BOONE

PACH11 GMR's Ticket To Paradise "Kace" MXP27 MXPG3 MJP29 MJPG3 PAX11 T2BP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

**Australian Terrier**

OWNED BY: EMILY MOON

Dunham Lake Over The Moon NA NAJ AXP MJP OFP SWA SIM SEM SCE
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Barbet

Ellie

HANDLED BY: LYNN PARKER
OWNED BY: LYNN PARKER/STACY ABLE

Ginkgo De Cleo Ellis RN AX AXJ CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Basenji

Zuri

HANDLED BY: PAUL MOUNT
OWNED BY: CAROL S MOUNT/PAUL R MOUNT

MACH4 Fly'N Hi's Pretty Amazing JC MXC2 PAD MJC2 OF T2B CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Basset Hound

Luke

HANDLED BY: GERI WESSEL
OWNED BY: GERI WESSEL

Luke Just Hounddog MXP4 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NFP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Beagle

Preston

HANDED BY: DEB WIGAL
OWNED BY: DEB WIGAL/JENNIFER OSBORNE

GCH CH AGCH MACH PACH3 Top Shelves Presently Intoxicated RN MXB MJB MXP10 MXPC PADP MJP9 MJPG PJDP PAX3 MXF MFPS TQXP T2B T2BP3 CAX FCAT2 DJA DN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Beauceron

OWNED BY: MAUREEN MCLATCHY/ELAINE GIANNELLI

PACH Maya Du Coeur De Soleil BN RI MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX MFP TQXP CAA BCAT DJ AJ TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Bedlington Terrier

Willie

HANDLED BY: SANDRA MARTIN
OWNED BY: SANDRA MARTIN

PACH Chelsea's Willoughby Mine AX MXJ MXP5 MXPS MJPS PAX OFP T2BP JE
Belgian Malinois

Kiva

HANDLED BY: LITTLE LIEDEBLAD DVM
OWNED BY: LITTLE LIEDEBLAD

AGCH PACH3 Showniques Kiva UD PUTD BN VER RAE MX MXJ MXP14 MXPB2 PDSP MJP17 MJPG2 PJSP PAX3 MXF MFPB2 TQXP T2B3 T2BP12 TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Belgian Sheepdog

AGCH PACH9 Shetara's Shadow Of The Sun BN RE MXP25 MXPS3 PDGP MJP26 MJPS3 PJGP PAX9 MFPB2 TQXP T2BP9 CGC TKI

HANDLED BY: SONIA LACHAPELLE
OWNED BY: SONIA LACHAPELLE
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Belgian Tervuren

Rainy

HANDLED BY: NANCY BRISSETTE
OWNED BY: NANCY BRISSETTE

CH MACH3 Topline River!Run Starbright Right As Rain RN MXS2 MJC2 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB XF T2B3 CAA CGC
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Bergamasco Sheepdog

OWNED BY: NICOLE KURE

Spellbound's Minerva MXP2 MJP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Berger Picard

Zest

HANDLED BY: JILL SPORER
OWNED BY: JILL SPORER/MANDY PILGRIM

MACH4 PACH Chaos Hardwired To Thrill CM UDX OM2 GN GO MXB2 MJB2 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MFB TQX MFP TQXP T2B
PACH3 Brighteye Peridot Gem Of The Sun MXP13 MXPB2 MJP13 MJPB2
PAX3 T2BP TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Bichon Frise

Razzberry

HANDLED BY: SARI BANKSON
OWNED BY: SARAHANNE BANKSON

MACH5 PACH Atlantis Brat Razzberry MXB2 MJB2 MXPB PAX MXF T2B CGC
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Biewer Terrier

Maddie

HANDED BY: YOLANDO RUSSELL
OWNED BY: YOLANDO RUSSELL

PACH2 Lewis Brookwood Madeline MXP8 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX2 MFP CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Black and Tan Coonhound

Hank

HANDED BY: MISTY YARRINGTON
OWNED BY: MISTY YARRINGTON

Gilman's Good Time Tradition RN AXP AJP CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Border Collie

Mynx

HANDLED BY: ROBIN KLETKE
OWNED BY: ROBIN KLETKE/ROBIN COHEN

NAC AGCH MACH27 PACH2 Hidden Valley Mynx MXC6 PDB2 MJC7 PJB2 MXP6 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2 FTC2 MFB4 TQX T2B28 T2BP CAA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Border Terrier

Remi

HANDLED BY: ANN GOODSPEED
OWNED BY: ANN E GOODSPEED

CH MACH3 Otterwise Jeremiah CD BN RE MXB2 MJS2 MXP MJP MFB T2B2 MXE3 SXE2 EE3 RATS
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Borzois

Whimsy

HANDLED BY: LOU AVANT, DVM
OWNED BY: LOU AVANT D.V.M./COLLEEN ALLEN

CH MACH2 Hemlock Hollow's Journey To Rule Sixty-Two BN RN FDC JC MXG MJG MXP2 MJP DJ DN CGCA CGCU TKA ATT
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Boston Terrier

Winnie

HANDLED BY: KEVIN BOTTOMS
OWNED BY: KEVIN BOTTOMS

AGCH MACH3 PACH3 Widget's Winnie The Wonderdog MXG PAD MJG PJD MXP7 MXPS MJP9 MJPG PAX3 MFB TQX MFPS TQXP T2B2 T2BP2 CAA FCAT DMX CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Bouvier des Flandres

Grace

HANDLED BY: LESLIE MCFARLAND
OWNED BY: LESLIE MCFARLAND

MACH PACH4 Dalmar's Mika Gracious Step In Time At Adara CD RAE MXS MJB MXP13 MXPB2 MJP15 MJPS2 PAX4 DD BDD CGCA TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Boxer

Debbie

HANDLED BY: CARA ARMOUR
OWNED BY: CARA ARMOUR/GERARD ARMOUR

CH AGCH PACH9 Brush Hill's Debutante At Sinnott MXP23 MXPB3 PDSP MJP31 MJPC3 PJSP PAX9 MFPC TQXP T2BP5 CAA BCAT CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Boykin Spaniel

Nutmeg

HANDLE BY: ABBEY BEASLEY
OWNED BY: LINDA LOWY/ELISA O'SULLIVAN

MACH3 Kj Just Spice It Up CDX RN JHR MXC MJG MXP MJP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Bracco Italiano

Elvira

HANDLED BY: DEB PEREIRA
OWNED BY: DEBRA PEREIRA

MACH2 PACH Elvira Venator D'Ursus CM JH MXS MJG MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX XF T2B2 TKN
Briard

Leo

HANDLED BY: BETHANY TATE
OWNED BY: BETHANY JEAN TATE

CH PACH Popsakadoo Deja Vu Leave No Stone Unturned MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX OFP ACT2 CGCA
Diamond

2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Brittany

Diamond

HANDLED BY: VICTORIA MACVICAR
OWNED BY: VICTORIA MACVICAR/ROBERT J HOWELL/JESSIE SCHULZ

MACH4 PACH5 Credit Kaze With A Perfect Diamond MXG2 MJB3 MXP17 MXPS2 PADP MJP20 MJPC2 PJDP PAX5 MFG TQX T2B5 TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Brussels Griffon

Willie

HANDLED BY: SALLY POCS
OWNED BY: MRS. SALLY ANN POCS/MR. ALAN REAM/DAVID MCCOLLUM

GCH CH PACH2 Ardenada's Sir Loin Of Mzfitz MXP8 MXPG MJP10 MJPC PAX2
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Bull Terrier

Stella

HANDLED BY: JULIE CARLSON
OWNED BY: JULIE CARLSON/TRICIA FRANKE
JANKOWSKI

Barkadier General Gs Patton RN MXP4 MXPB MJP CGC TKI
Stella Weber MXP2 MJP3 MJPB XFP FCAT3 DJ AJ HDM CGCA CGCU TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Bullmastiff

Kimber

HANDLED BY: TRACY JONES
OWNED BY: TRACY R JONES

GCHB CH CT Solo-K's Over The Legal Limit VCD3 BN RE TDU MXP MJP XFP CA BCAT SWN SCE SIA SBA THDN CGCA TKA
Cairn Terrier

Indiana

HANDLED BY: GAIL TRANOY
OWNED BY: GAIL TRANOY

MACH2 RACH Pebble Rock's Indiana Jones - Temple Of Doom UD BN GN RM5 RAE4 FDC MXG MJG MXP3 MXPB MJP2 MXF T2B FCAT2 RATO DN CGCA TKE
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Canaan Dog

Tali

HANDLED BY: JENNIE LARKIN
OWNED BY: JENNIE LARKIN

CH Kol Tuv Fuligin Tali CDX PCD BN RI FDC OA OAJ AXP MJP2 NF OFP CAA FCAT3 ACT2 SCN ATT
Cardigan Welsh Corgi

Sully

HANDLED BY: MICHAEL MACLEOD
OWNED BY: SYLVIA BROWNLEE/WHITE RAVEN
KNL/MICHAEL MACLEOD

CH PACH3 White Raven Gilbert's Sullivan RN MXP8 MXPG MJPC PAX3 MFP TQXP T2BP BCAT ACT2 CGCA TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Catahoula Leopard Dog

Toblerone

HANDLED BY: LUCY CHEEVER
OWNED BY: LUCY CHEEVER

PACH Toblerone VCD1 MXP6 MXPS PADP MJP5 MJPS PAX XFP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Zoom

HANDLED BY: ANTONIA ROTELLE
OWNED BY: ANTONIA ROTELLE

MACH10 PACH Kayangee Wishing Well Excuse My Dust MXG3 MJB4 MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX CGC
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Cesky Terrier

OWNED BY: STEPHANIE CAPKOVICE/ROBERT KRIPAITIS

AGCH MACH3 PACH Windrush Logans Run RE MXC PAD MJC PJD MXP3
MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MFG TQX MFP T2B5 CA
Chesapeake Bay Retriever

Leonidas

HANDLED BY: TOM MARTIN
OWNED BY: MR. THOMAS B. MARTIN/ANGELA BOESKE

GCH CH PACH3 Curly's One For Sparta BN SH MXP7 MXPS MJP8 MJPG
PAX3 OFP DS CGC TKN
PACH8 Rossmoyne's Rizzo The Renowned MXP20 MXPC2 MJP22 MJPC2 PAX8 XFP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Chinese Crested

Judy Judy

HANDLED BY: FRANK GILMER
OWNED BY: FRANK GILMER

MACH11 PACH3 Wild Horses Sweet Judy Blue Eye RN FDC MXG4 MJG4 MXP10 MXPC MJP12 MJPC PAX3 XF T2B
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Cirneco dell’Etna

OWNED BY: DARRYL HICKEY/M LUCIA PRIETO/NANCY DOYLE

GCH CH PACH Cy’Era Rico BN RM RAE MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX XFP T2BP CGC ATT
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Cocker Spaniel

Myra

HANDLED BY: TAMMY FAIRBANKS
OWNED BY: TAMMY FAIRBANKS

MACH4 PACH6 Miss Myra Ktyra MXS2 MJC2 MXP17 MXPS2 MJP19 MJPG2 PAX6 XF T2B3
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Collie

Sequel

HANDLED BY: NOREEN BENNETT
OWNED BY: NOREEN BENNETT/MARIANNE SULLIVAN

TC PACH2 Millknock Tri The Next Chapter VCD2 BN RN HSAhs HSBd H1Ads HXAd MXC MJC MXP9 MXPG MJP8 MJPG PAX2 MFC TQX T2B5
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Coton de Tulear

Jenny

HANDLED BY: JOAN GALLAGHER
OWNED BY: JOAN GALLAGHER

MACH8 PACH Jenny Of Peachtree Cotons RN MXC2 MJC3 MXP4 MXPB
MJP4 MJPB PAX MXF T2B3
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Dachshund

OWNED BY: SALLY WALDIE/CAROLE KRIVANICH

CH PACH2 Bonaire's Eeny Meeny Miny Mo RAE FDC NA OAJ MXP8 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX2 OF MFPS TQXP T2BP2 CGCA TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Dalmatian

Blue

HANDLED BY: CINDY CHAYTOR
OWNED BY: CINDY CHAYTOR

CH Zdar's Let's Give Them Something To Talk About CD BN RE FDC MX MXJ
MXP2 MXPB MJP4 MJPB OF XFP T2BP CAA SWE SCM SEM SBM RD CGCA
CGCU TKP ATT
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Dandie Dinmont Terrier

Alyx

Handled by: Kim O'Neill
Owned by: Kim O'Neill/Jennifer Hecker

CH PACH2 Ando's Brandy Alyxandra BN RA NA NAJ MXP12 MXPB2 MJP11 MJPC PAX3 NFP T2BP SWA SCM SBE RATN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Danish-Swedish Farmdog

Trudy

The Golden Hound

HANDLED BY: CAREY MABRY SEGBART
OWNED BY: BROOKS MABRY/CAREY SEGBART

MACH Flora's Winnemucca Nevada Gertrude CM CD BN RE MXB MJB MXP2 MJP3 MJPB OF T2B TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Doberman Pinscher

Louie

HANDLED BY: JUDI VILLANO
OWNED BY: JUDI VILLANO/CHRIS VILLANO/ELIZABETH M BARRETT

CH Adamas Silver Streak MX AXJ MXP2 MXPB MJP4 MJPB MXF CGC
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Dutch Shepherd

Roxy

HANDLED BY: EILEEN FERNANDEZ
OWNED BY: EILEEN FERNANDEZ

MACH4 PACH Cher Car's Roxy On Fire TD MXB2 MJC MXP3 MXPB PAX XF MFP T2B DMA
AGCH PACH12 Blue Moon Illusion Of Chaos At Sea VCD2 PCDX BN GN RAE TDX MX MXB MXJ MJB MXP34 MXPB4 PDSP MJP38 MJPG4 PJSP PAX15 XF MFPB2 TQXP T2B T2BP8 TKI
English Cocker Spaniel

Stella

HANDLED BY: JULIE SALEMI
OWNED BY: JULIE SALEMI

MACH PACH Nohea Stellaluna BN RE MXS MJS MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX MFB MFPB T2B3 CA DCAT RATM CGC TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

English Setter

Pippa

HANDLED BY: JENNIFER NECKER
OWNED BY: JENNIFER NECKER/JULIE BREMSER/JILL WARREN

GCH CH MACH2 PACH Esthete's Much Ado About Everything CD BN RE JH
MXG MJC MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX XF T2B2 CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

English Springer Spaniel

MACH22 PACH2 Crownroyal's Migh-Tea Elf MXB6 MJB7 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX2 XF T2B2 TKN ATT

HANDLED BY: TAMMY/JIM SIEBURG
OWNED BY: TAMMY SIEBURG/JIM SIEBURG

Link
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

English Toy Spaniel

Bingley

HANDLED BY: DENISE FITZGERALD
OWNED BY: DENISE FITZGERALD

CH Caledonia's Mr. Bingley OA OAJ AXP AJP OF THDX CGCA TKE
Entlebucher Mountain Dog

Skylar

HANDED BY: YVONNE THOMSEN
OWNED BY: YVONNE A THOMSEN

MACH PACH Blue-Jay's Flying In The Sky MXS MJS MXP5 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Field Spaniel

OWNED BY: MEG COLWILL

CH MACH Capriole's Heart Of Mine MXB MJS MJP NF
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Finnish Lapphund

JoJo

HANDLED BY: GAIL DONALDSON
OWNED BY: GAIL L DONALDSON/LYNN DRUMM

CH Yutori’s Dansk Susu AX AXJ
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Flat-Coated Retriever

Lir

HANDLED BY: MIKE GALLAGHER
OWNED BY: MICHAEL J GALLAGHER/MARY JO GALLAGHER

MACH4 Hob-B Danu's Maclir SH MXB2 PDS MJG2 PJS MXP2 MXPB MJP2 MJPB XF T2B
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

French Bulldog

Liam

HANDLED BY: YOHKO KATZ
OWNED BY: YOHKO KATZ

PACH2 Liam Katz BN RN NA NAJ MXP8 MXPG MJP7 MJPG PAX2 T2BP FCAT7 CGC TKP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

German Pinscher

Quinn

HANDED BY: KRISTIN LONGHOFER
OWNED BY: KRISTIN LONGHOFER

Oakwoods A Perfect Rain MX MXJ MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB FCAT SIN RATO CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

German Shepherd Dog

Bug

HANDLED BY: PATTY BENSENE
OWNED BY: PATTY BENSENE

PACH3 Case Clozd! Chase Von Agilqwest NA NAJ MXP7 MXPG PADP MJP9 MJPG PJDP PAX3 MFP TQXP T2BP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

German Shorthaired Pointer

OWNED BY: PATTY EWING D.V.M./LORIE A CRAIN/SAMANTHA E HONAKER/BRUCE LESSLEY

MACH PACH2 Sunrise Greased Lightning MXS MJS MXPB MJP6 MJPS PAX2 MXF T2B SCN SEN SBN TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Giant Schnauzer

Jazz

HANDLED BY: RICKY PENN
OWNED BY: RICKY RAY PENN

PACH2 Grande Jazz It Up MXP10 MXPC PADP MJP11 MJPC PJDP PAX2 MFPB T2BP DS
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Glen of Imaal Terrier

OWNED BY: RICHARD S MCKINNEY/LES ANTHONY/MONIQUE ANTHONY

Elric's Gin & Tonic RM FDC AXP AJP OFP BCAT ACT1 SWAE SWE SCME SBME SEESE SEM SHDE RATO PSD CGC TKP VHMA
Golden Retriever

Bristol

HANDLED BY: ANNE MARIE HOPKINS
OWNED BY: ANNE MARIE HOPKINS

AGCH MACH9 PACH Stoneledge Bristol’s Ez Ryde MXB3 PDG MJS3 PJG MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MFG TQX T2B6 CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Gordon Setter

Raleigh

HANDLE BY: LINDA MCRAE
OWNED BY: LINDA MCRAE/PEGGY NOWAK

CH Bit O' Gold Innocent Or Gilty CD BN RE JH AX AXJ MJP XF BCAT CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Great Dane

AVA

HANDLED BY: DIANA LYNNE SHEATLER
OWNED BY: DIANA LYNNE SHEATLER

Cara Mia Evelina BN RE FDC MXP2 MJP2 MFP T2BP FCAT ACT2 CGC TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Greater Swiss Mountain Dog

Carter

HANDLED BY: TRACY
OWNED BY: TRACY BRAINARD/DARLENE WARD

Suma-Shadetree Soul Sister's Wonder Woman CD FDC AXP AJP NFP BCAT CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Greyhound

OWNED BY: JENNIFER BACHELOR

Never Appropriate MX MXJ MJP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Harrier

OWNED BY: DONNA SOMERS

GCH CH Guernsey's Wells Time Machine Traveller BN RE FDC MX AXJ MXP MJP OF FCAT CGCA TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Havanese

Muncie

HANDLED BY: KRIS HUETT
OWNED BY: KRIS HUETT

MACH4 PACH4 Home Team Rock Crusher MXC MJC MXP11 MXPC MJP11 MJPC PAX4 XF XFP T2B2
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Ibizan Hound

Scout

HANDLED BY: TERRIANNE BASCH
OWNED BY: TERRIANNE BASCH/JOHN BASCH

FC MACH2 Icycold Endurance Third Trek RA SC MXC MJC MFS TQX T2B2 CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Icelandic Sheepdog

Ellie

HANDLE BY: KEN WILLIAMS
OWNED BY: MR. KEN WILLIAMS

PACH2 Tri-Star Pala Elska MXP7 MXPG MJP8 MJPG PAX2 NF MFPB T2BP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Irish Red and White Setter

Innis

HANDLED BY: DIANE WELLING
OWNED BY: DIANE M WELLING/JOHN COTTRILL/RHONDA CORNUM/CHERYL MIKA

GCH CH Munroc Innismore At Shaker Hill MXP MJP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Irish Setter

OWNED BY: WENDY L CULBERTSON

CH PACH3 Redfeathers Raising The Bar FDC MXP11 MXPC MJP13 MJPB2 PAX3 MFP T2BP3 RATO CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Irish Terrier

OWNED BY: GRACE (MICKY) JEROME/DAVID JOHN BAILEY

O'Toole Prince Of Tides MX MXJ MXP MJP2 MXF MFPB CGC
Irish Water Spaniel

Porter

Handled by: Sally Lewis
Owned by: Sally Lewis/Lois Macdonald

GCH CH MACH Arroyo's Begin The Beguine RN MXS MJS MXP MJP MXF T2B2
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Irish Wolfhound

Dauphine

HANDLED BY: DAVID BERZINS
OWNED BY: DAVID BERZINS / RISHA CUPIT-BERZINS /

CH Howlin's Praline BN RA NAP MJP2 MJPB CGC TKN
GCH CH MACH4 PACH Diavolino's II Re Leone RA MXC MJG2 MXP4 MXPB MJP8 MJPG PAX OF CGC
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Keeshond

Flirt

HANDLED BY: LAURA INMAN
OWNED BY: LAURA INMAN

CH MACH3 PACH5 Kj's Speed Date BN RA MXC MJC MXP17 MXPG2 MJP16 MJPS2 PAX5 OF T2B BCAT SEN RATO TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Kerry Blue Terrier

Adele

HANDLED BY: JOY ELLWANGER
OWNED BY: JOY L ELLWANGER/ALEXIS SCHLOTT

Adare's Nothing But Beauty MX MXB MXJ MJB MXP MJP XF T2B CA
Kromfohrländer

Rubina

HANDLED BY: JENNA HOLST
OWNED BY: VIRGINIA HOLST

PACH2 Hoolahop's Rubina MX MXJ MXP8 MXPG MJP8 MJPG PAX3 NF
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Labrador Retriever

Goose

HANDLED BY: NICHOLAS CARLETON
OWNED BY: MR. NICHOLAS S CARLETON

MACH2 PACH2 Corbett's Pasta Laid A Golden Egg MXS MJG PJD MXP7 MXPS MJP7 MJPS PAX2 OF MFP T2BP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Lakeland Terrier

Phoebe

HANDLED BY: LORI NAPOLI
OWNED BY: LORI NAPOLI

AGCH MACH2 Glacieridge Fifty Hot Cross Buns MXG PAD MJG PJD MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB MFB TQX MFPB T2B3 T2BP2 SE RATCHX9 CZ8P CGCA TKP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Lancashire Heeler

OWNED BY: MS. KAREN JO MASON

PACH2 Such A Winsome Lass FDC OA AXJ MXP6 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2 OF MFP T2BP3 TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Leonberger

OWNED BY: MAGALI PHILIP

CH L'Ashani Des Neuf Grains D'Or RA AXP AJP CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Lhasa Apso

OWNED BY: SUSAN LYNN ROEDER

Melou Kunza Unbelievable MX MXJ MJB MXP2 MJP3 MJPB NF TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Lowchen

Dino

HANDLED BY: DON ROBACK
OWNED BY: DONALD M ROBACK

CH OTCH MACH7 Windsor Bihar Boom Goes The Dynamite UDX OM2 MXG2 PAD MJB3 PJD MXP MJP T2B3
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Maltese

Luc

HANDLED BY: CHERRY WINDLINGER
OWNED BY: CHERRY WINDLINGER

AGCH MACH20 PACH6 Luckenbach Luc MXG5 PAD MJC5 PJD MXP13 MXPB2 MJP14 MJPB2 PAX6 MFG TQX T2B5
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Manchester Terrier

Pixel

HANDLED BY: BETH MATHEWS-BRADSHAW
OWNED BY: BETH MATHEWS-BRADSHAW

MACH4 PACH Emily Lucy Von Burg Uda MXB2 MJG2 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF T2B3
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Miniature American Shepherd

Loyal

HANDLED BY: KYLE MILES
OWNED BY: KYLE MILES/KYLE MILES

PACH8 Loyal To Kyle RN MXP21 MXPC2 MJP22 MJPC2 PAX8 OFP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Miniature Pinscher

Jazz

HANDLED BY: VANESSA MANZI
OWNED BY: VANESSA MANZI/RONALD CANTWELL

MACH9 Shadowpines Jazz Marazz MXB3 MJG3 OF T2B
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Miniature Schnauzer

Tammy

HANDED BY: APRIL JOHNSON-MOZZETTI
OWNED BY: MS. APRIL LYNN JOHNSON-MOZZETTI/BRUCE K MOZZETTI

MACH5 PACH7 Tear Em Up Tammy Trinity MXS2 MJG2 MXP21 MXPC2 MJP25 MJPS3 PAX7 MFG TQX MFP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Nederlandse Kooikerhondje

Bree

HANDLED BY: CHERYL SHORT
OWNED BY: CHERYL SHORT/SUSANNE MARTIN

GCHB CH PACH2 Bree Lynn Van Crystalkooi MX MXJ MJB MXP8 MXPG MJP8 MJPG PAX3 CGC TKN
Norfolk Terrier

2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Hattie

HANDED BY: MARIAN SHAW
OWNED BY: MARIAN SHAW D.V.M./LORI PELLETIER

AGCH PACH8 Avalons Stowaway At Spring Cove BN RN FDC MX MXB MXJ
MXP21 MXPC2 PDSP MJP21 MJPC2 PJSP PAX8 NF MFPG TQXP T2BP4
MXE2 SXE2 EE CAA RATO
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Norwegian Buhund

Sookie

HANDLED BY: DIANE M LANGE
OWNED BY: DIANE LANGE

CH MACH Kyon's Vesle Bon Temps MXS MJC MJP XF
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Norwegian Elkhound

Story

HANDLED BY: CHRIS MAYER
OWNED BY: CHRISTINE MAYER/ANDREA SCHOKKER

CH AGCH MACH5 PACH4 Highland Storytime CD BN RI MXG2 PAD MJG2 MXP11 MXPC MJPC PJDP PAX5 MXF TQX MFPS TQXP T2B3 T2BP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Norwegian Lundehund

OWNED BY: DIANE BARLAU

Norstar Solstice Angel NA AXP AJP XFP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Norwich Terrier

Logun

HANDLED BY: BOB HODGE
OWNED BY: ROBERT HODGE/CAROLE HODGE

PACH3 The Outlaw Of Image MX AXJ MXP9 MXPG MJP10 MJPC PAX3 XFP T2BP2 SWN SCA SIA SEA SHDA THD RATO CGC
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever

Sirius

HANDLED BY: MICHELE LEVITT
OWNED BY: MICHELE LEVITT

MACH PACH Honeyrun's Mischief Managed BN RN MXB MJB MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX MFB MFPB TQXP T2B T2BP3 BCAT SWN DSA CGCA TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Old English Sheepdog

Fuzzle Wuzzle Ann

HANDLED BY: BARB DIAZ
OWNED BY: BARBARA DIAZ/MADELINE J ERICKSON

CH Haystac's Dreamtyme Rising Star CDX RE NAJ MXP6 MXPS MJP5 MJPS NF MFPC T2BP CGCA
PNAC AGCH MACH21 PACH14 Chinak La Ren On A Whim MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG MXP30 MXPC3 PDSP MJP31 MJPC3 PJSP PAX14 FTC2 MFS3 TQX MFP TQXP T2B18 T2BP2
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Parson Russell Terrier

OWNED BY: RHONDA J RIGGLE

PACH4 Posey Canyon Riggle's Sweet Kiwi MXP12 MXPB2 MJP14 MJPB2 PAX5 XFP T2BP CGC TKP
Pembroke Welsh Corgi

Hoss

HANDLED BY: MIKE LITCHFIELD
OWNED BY: MIKE LITCHFIELD

MACH5 PACH3 Gayhearts Bt Hoss RN MXS2 MJG2 MXP7 MXPG MJP8 MJPG PAX3 XF T2B3
Petit Basset
Griffon Vendeen

Hey U

HANDLED BY: KATHY MARSHALL
OWNED BY: KATHY MARSHALL JR.

MACH2 PACH2 HeyU The Rescue MXG MJG MXP7 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2 OF XFP TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Plott Hound

HANDLED BY: DEBBIE PETERSEN
OWNED BY: MS. DEBBIE KAY PETERSEN/LINDA L HODGES

Mima Creek Get In Line Boys! RI OA OAJ AJP NF XFP CA RATO CGC TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Polish Lowland Sheepdog

OWNED BY: ROBERT L YOUNG/DARIUS E HOLLOWAY/DONNA L GRAY

GCHS CH Snowhill's Zak Misha Z Starpons CDX FDC AXP AJP NFP CA BCAT CGCA TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Pomeranian

Kismet

Handled by: Kat Baumler
Owned by: Ms. Kathryn Baumler

MACH14 PACH Beau James Love At First Sight MXS4 MJS4 MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX T2B CA FCAT CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Poodle

Peyton

HANDLE BY: BARBARA CARPER
OWNED BY: BARBARA E CARPER

MACH9 PACH7 Asher's Pass From Peyton MXC3 MJC3 MXP20 MXPC2
MJP18 MJPG2 PAX7 MFB TQX T2B6 T2BP2
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Portuguese Podengo

Tinkerbell

HANDLED BY: DEBBIE LAJOIE
OWNED BY: DEBBIE LAJOIE

PACH2 Tinkerbell SC MXP7 MXPG MJP8 MJPG PAX3 MFPB TQXP CAA FCAT2 SWM
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Portuguese Water Dog

Jackie

HANDLED BY: SANDY KOTT
OWNED BY: SANDRA MARIE KOTT/KATIE BARRETT-KRAMER

GCH CH MACH11 PACH2 Praia Norte Dakota Dreams Of Hope RI MXC3 PAD MJG4 PJD MXP6 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2 MFB TQX MFPB TQXP T2B4 T2BP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Pug

Ray

Handled by: Jill Chodelka
Owned by: Jill Chodelka

MACH14 PACH8 Tampa Bay Ray Of Hope MXC4 MJB5 MXP19 MXPG2 MJP20 MJPC2 PAX8 NF T2B8 CGC
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Pumi

OWNED BY: NANCY BUNIN

PACH Catskill Dongo Darazs Dzsessz Dallam RM MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MFP TKP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Pyrenean Shepherd

OWNED BY: DIANE OVERSTREET/TERRI WALKER

MACH4 PACH Hourquette Des Forges De Thor RN MXB2 MJG2 MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX OF CA DCAT CGCA CGCU TKP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Rat Terrier

Ryder

HANDLED BY: CANDY CLEMENTE
OWNED BY: CATHERINE CLEMENTE

MACH5 PACH2 Burway Ryder On The Storm CM MXS3 MJB3 MXP7 MXPS MJP9 MJPG PAX2 RATO
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Rhodesian Ridgeback

Zoey

HANDLED BY: DEB SOROSKY
OWNED BY: DEBRA SOROSKY

PACH Wheatridge Life Is Good CDX BN RE SC AX AXJ MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX OF CA ACT2 SWE THDN CGC TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Rottweiler

Lexi

HANDLED BY: JULIE BRODBECK
OWNED BY: JULIE BRODBECK

PACH4 Phantom Wood Red Hot Reflexion CDX PCDX BN RE HSAs OA OAJ MXP14 MXPB2 MJP13 MJPB2 PAX4 TQX MFPS TQXP T2BP2 CA BCAT RATCH TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Russell Terrier

OWNED BY: KATHLEEN POWER

MACH PACH PJ MXB MJS MXP5 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX OF TKI
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Saluki

Cinda Sue

Handled by: Nancy Curtis-Caswell
Owned by: Nancy Curtis-Caswell

MACH Cinda Sue The Sailor MXG MJG
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Samoyed

Nadia

HANDLED BY: KATHY TIMMONS
OWNED BY: KATHY TIMMONS/DUANE TIMMONS

AGCH MACH2 PACH Anana's White Pixie Nadia

AGCH MACH2 PACH Anana's White Pixie Nadia MXC PAD MJC PJD MXP5
MXPS MJP5 MJPS PJDP PAX MFG TQX T2B3 T2BP CA RATCHX
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Schapendoes

Spur

HANDLED BY: MARY CHENEY
OWNED BY: MARY CHENEY

MACH4 Cowgirl's Got The Blues Starlight MXB2 MJS2 MXP MXF T2B CGC
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Schipperke

Blitzen

HANDLED BY: DEBORAH BRUNER
OWNED BY: DEBORAH BRUNER

GCH CH AGCH PACH6 Willow's Who'll Stop The Rain? RA FDC MXP18 MXPG2 PDSP MJP18 MJPG2 PJSP PAX6 MFPB2 TQXP T2BP8 BCAT RATO
Scottish Terrier

KissMet

HANDLED BY: TIM VERRELLI
OWNED BY: KELLIE VERRELLI/TIM VERRELLI

MACH2 PACH Paisley Flying Moira MXG MJG MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Sealyham Terrier

Littleman

HANDLED BY: PRISCILLA HILL-WAMPLER
OWNED BY: PRISCILLA WAMPLER/JON WAMPLER

PACH Thunder Rd Goodspice Sugarsweet OA OAJ MXP7 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX OFP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Shetland Sheepdog

Radiance

HANDLED BY: PATTI GAGNON
OWNED BY: PATTI GAGNON

AGCH MACH13 PACH17 Trivia's Forever Your Girl MXS4 MJG4 MXP42 MXPC4 PADP MJP43 MJPB5 PJDP PAX17 MFB TQX MFPB TQXP T2B T2BP3 TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Shiba Inu

Mojo

HANDLED BY: LIZ DZUBAY
OWNED BY: LIZ DZUBAY/MARY HOLT

AGCH PACH8 Mojito CD BN RN MX MXJ MXP27 MXPG3 PDSP MJP33 MJPB4 PJDP PAX10 OF MFP G TQXP T2B T2BP9 CA BCAT CGC TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Shih Tzu

SuKi

HANDLED BY: MALARI HOWELL-SMITH
OWNED BY: MALARI HOWELL

MACH3 PACH2 Yasuka MXC PAD MJC PJD MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX2 XF BCAT
Siberian Husky

Shelby

HANDLED BY: THERESA PRZYBYLSKI
OWNED BY: THERESA PRZYBYLSKI/WILLIAM PRZYBYLSKI

MACH Snowquest's In High Gear BN RAE MXC MJS MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF
CH MACH Elfinsilk's Cinnamon Spice MXB MJB MXP2 MJP2 MJPB XF CGC TKI
Small Munsterlander

Codi

HANDLED BY: TERRI LUDWIG
OWNED BY: SCOTT LUDWIG/TERRI LUDWIG

Brush Dale's Ball Of Fire JH MX MXB MXJ MJB NF
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Smooth Fox Terrier

Beck

HANDLED BY: VICKI LOUCKS
OWNED BY: VICKI LOUCKS/KRISTEN READ

CH Decorum Kayloma Conspiracy Theory MX MXJ MJG MJP XF TKN
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier

Vida

HANDLED BY: DINA M. MELENDEZ
OWNED BY: DINA MELENDEZ

MACH PACH Dunfrae's Live In The Moment MXB MJB MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF SWN SCA SIA SBA RATN CGC TKP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Spinone Italiano

Gina

HANDLED BY: TIMMARI PUTTI
OWNED BY: TIMMARI PUTTI

PACH Hopecreek's La Regina Di Cuori RI MXP6 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2 OFP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

St. Bernard

Shayna

HANDLED BY: SARAH FRIEDLANDER
OWNED BY: SARAH FRIEDLANDER

Swissmiss Shayna Snowflake CD BN RM2 RAE2 AXP AJP MFP SIN SEN CGCA TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Stabyhoun

Ripple

HANDLED BY: LEE BREWER
OWNED BY: ALICE LEE BREWER

Sterre Of Fryske Point AXP AJP XFP
Staffordshire Bull Terrier

Zeus

HANDLED BY: ROBERT GALE
OWNED BY: MR. ROBERT J GALE

PACH Valiant's Little Thundergod Zeus MX AXJ MXP8 MXPG PADP MJP6 MJPS PJDP PAX MXF MFPS TQXP T2BP3
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Standard Schnauzer

Rubi

HANDLED BY: JUDY SHONBORN
OWNED BY: JUDY SHONBORN/MIKE SHONBORN

PACH2 Irondogs Madgic Rubiks Cube VCD2 NA NAJ MXP11 MXPC MJP13 MJPB2 PAX4 MFP T2BP CGC
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Swedish Vallhund

Gromit

HANDLED BY: SUSAN CLINGENPEEL
OWNED BY: SUSAN CLINGENPEEL D.V.M./MADISON LEROY

CH MACH3 PACH3 Sunfire's Class Act CD RM FDC MXB2 MJC MXP9 MXPG MJP10 MJPC PAX3 OF XFP T2B CGCA TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Tibetan Spaniel

Bugsy

HANDLED BY: DOREEN SHIERS
OWNED BY: DOREEN SHIERS/BARBARA BERG

CH Aki Shima Chicago Gangster CDX MX MXJ MJB
Tibetan Terrier

Wolfi

HANDLED BY: HEIDI WANNER
OWNED BY: HEIDI WANNER/CHARLES SCHUETZE

PACH Zin-Pa Shot In The Dark BN RA AX AXJ MXP10 MXPC MJP7 MJPS PAX2 CGC TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Toy Fox Terrier

Oliver

HANDLED BY: DANEEN FOX
OWNED BY: MISS WENDY HOWARD

GCHG CH MACH2 PACH Ultra Quest Go For The Gold RN FDC MXG MJB2 MXP4 MXPB MJP7 MJPS PAX XF T2B3 CA SWA SEM SBE SHDN RATO CGC TKI
Top Preferred Vizsla 2021
MACH3 PACH2
“Chaz”

2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Vizsla

HANDLED BY: MARY RIOS
OWNED BY: MARY RIOS

MACH3 PACH Jakra's Red Hots Mountain Chazm RN MXS2 MJB2 MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX XF T2B CA CGC
PACH HWR's Cowpoke Kickin' Up Dust RN JH MXP5 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX CGC TKI

2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Weimaraner

Poke

HANDLED BY: SYLVIA KIDD
OWNED BY: SYLVIA KIDD
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Welsh Springer Spaniel

Chai

HANDLED BY: CINDY MCELLIGOTT
OWNED BY: CINDY MCELLIGOTT/TERRY MCELLIGOTT

MACH PACH6 Middlebrook Step To The Line With Me MXS MJS MXP22
MXPC2 PADP MJP18 MJPG2 PJDP PAX7 OF XFP
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Welsh Terrier

Caru

HANDLED BY: TINA FITZPATRICK
OWNED BY: TINA R FITZPATRICK

Tranquility's Caru RE MX MXJ XF RATO CGCA TKP
West Highland White Terrier

Gwennie

HANDLED BY: LYNNE WICKENS
OWNED BY: LYNNE WICKENS/LORETTA NELLS/PAT RAY

Mixolydian Mayhem's Annies' Mystic Celtic Rose RI FDC MX MXJ MXP3 MXPB MJP5 MJPS XF MFP T2BP BCAT
MACH3 PACH Dr. Sandi's Taliesin Of Kentfield RN MXG MJC MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MFB TQX T2B3

HANDLED BY: SANDRA LEONARD, DVM
OWNED BY: SANDRA B LEONARD D.V.M./CAMERON B LEONARD
Wire Fox Terrier

Simon

PACH2 Jadee King Of Hearts At Thornton'S CD BN RA MXP7 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2 CA BCAT

2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

HANDLED BY: VICKI SAULS
OWNED BY: VICKI SAULS
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Wirehaired Vizsla

Nemes

HANDLED BY: DENISE DOLL-KIEFER
OWNED BY: DENISE DOLL-KIEFER/ROGER KIEFER

GCH CH Zoldmali Eclipse Hungarian Aristocrat BN RN MH MX MXJ MXP2 MJP2 MJPB XF ACT1 CGC TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Working Kelpie

Vendetta

HANDLED BY: JESSICA BROWN
OWNED BY: JESSICA BROWN

MACH Santolina (U S) Vendetta MXB MJB MXP MJP2 MXF MFP T2B T2BP CA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Xoloitzcuintli

OWNED BY: KATHERINE BENNETT

MACH Coco A Bennett MXB MJB OF BCAT ACT2
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Yorkshire Terrier

London

HANDLED BY: KARRIGAN HART
OWNED BY: KARRIGAN HART/KAI HART

PACH2 Ello M’Lady London MXP7 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX3 OFP TKA
2021 Top Breed PACH Dog

Shetland Sheepdog

Radiance

HANDLED BY: PATTI GAGNON
OWNED BY: PATTI GAGNON

AGCH MACH13 PACH17 Trivia's Forever Your Girl MXS4 MJG4 MXP42 MXPC4 PADP MJP43 MJPB5 PJDP PAX17 MFB TQX MFPB TQXP T2B T2BP3 TKN